This paper studies the efficient pricing of termination services for calls that are made to Internet service providers (ISPs). A model is presented in which an incumbent phone network is obligated to provide local calls at a regulated per-minute price while entrant carriers compete to terminate ISP-bound calls. This model is used to understand the problems of regulatory arbitrage that arise when termination charges for ISP-bound calls are not regulated or set reciprocally. Different solutions to the pricing of terminating ISP-bound calls are evaluated.
Introduction
Until recently, termination charges for ISP-bound calls in the US were set at the same level as for normal voice traffic. With capped retail prices for local calls, this led to large financial transfers from incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs) to competing local exchange carriers (CLECs).
1 Some CLECs signed up ISPs simply to cash in on receiving termination payments from the incumbent carriers. Reciprocity implied CLECs could recover termination charges based on the cost of terminating voicebound traffic even though ISP-bound traffic is typically long-held, uniform in nature, and geographically concentrated, so that the average cost per-minute of terminating ISP-bound traffic is relatively low. With capped retail prices, ILECs could not pass on these inflated termination charges to end-users. Essentially, the competing carriers exploited an arbitrage opportunity arising from inconsistent regulatory obligations.
In the face of this arbitrage problem, many incumbent carriers withheld payments. In 1999, the FCC stepped in, claiming jurisdiction over the settlement of ISP-bound calls by classifying them as interstate in nature.
2 In 2001, the FCC announced it was shifting from reciprocal compensation to an interim cost-based approach, in a transitional move towards a more general ''bill and keep'' approach to intercarrier compensation (FCC, 2001a,b) . Intercarrier compensation for ISPbound traffic was capped at a rate of 0.15 cents per-minute for the second half of 2001, 0.1 cents per-minute for the 18 months thereafter, and 0.07 cents per-minute beyond this point (or until further FCC action).
3 Any additional costs incurred by carriers had to be recovered directly from end-users.
In this paper, we provide a simple model of ISP competition that incorporates the demand for termination services generated from ISP-bound calls. A key feature of the model is that it assumes the ILEC is required (by regulations) to originate local calls at a fixed retail price. In equilibrium, we find the total price consumers face for Internet dialup includes this regulated price of local calls, but it also depends negatively on the termination charge that is set for terminating ISP-bound calls. 4 Thus, the total price consumers face for Internet dial-up depends on how local calls are regulated and how termination services are regulated on competing exchanges. The model is used to evaluate alternative approaches to regulating the termination charges for ISP-bound calls.
Using our model, we first characterize the efficient pricing of termination services for ISP bound calls, assuming ISP traffic is not required to provide any contribution to the incumbentÕs fixed costs. We find welfare is maximized when the termination charges of entrant networks are set equal to the incumbentÕs (regulated) retail price for local calls, less the cost the incumbent incurs in originating such calls. Assuming a competitive ISP market, this ensures Internet users face the true cost of Internet access. This only corresponds to cost-based termination charges in the unlikely case that the retail price the incumbent charges for local calls is already set at the marginal cost of ISP-bound calls. When the ILEC is required to offer free local calling, this implies CLECs should in fact compensate ILECs for the cost of originating ISP-bound calls.
2 The FCC has jurisdiction over calls between states, while each state has jurisdiction for calls within its borders. Provided ISP-bound calls are viewed as calls that are interstate in nature, the FCC can regulate these rather than relying on the decisions of state commissions.
3 Pricing the termination of ISP-bound calls has been a contentious issue in many other countries, including for example Australia, Finland, Germany, Italy, New Zealand and the UK.
4 Consistent with this, several months after the ILEC in New Zealand (Telecom New Zealand) renegotiated a deal with its largest competitor (Clear Communications) that allowed it to avoid termination payments for ISP-bound calls, several formerly free ISPs (including Freenet, i4free, and zfree) either scaled back operations or started charging for Internet dial-up.
We explain why a bill and keep solution may be a reasonable alternative if the retail price of local calls is (close to) zero, while selling wholesale access of the incumbentÕs origination facilities to CLECs may be a reasonable alternative if the retail price of local calls is high (above-cost). We also explain why allowing competing terminating networks to freely set termination charges is likely to result in the worst outcome, even if the ILEC is allowed to set a (non-discriminatory) retail price for local calls.
The paper has implications for the existing literature on two-way interconnection, which typically assumes two symmetric interconnected networks for which reciprocity of termination charges applies (see Armstrong, 1998; Laffont et al., 1998) . With the growing importance of ISP-bound calls, the arbitrage problem detailed in this paper undermines the reciprocity principle when applied uniformly to all types of calls, and suggests other solutions need to be considered. Carter and Wright (2003) suggest ISP-bound calls be treated separately (as the FCC now does), given they are not calls between two different parties, and they are one-directional in nature. Treating such calls separately from the standard two-way interconnection problem is the approach adopted in this paper.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we study the case of competing ISPs and a regulated local incumbent, exploring the implications of reciprocity and characterizing the efficient solution. Section 3 then considers a variety of different approaches to dealing with ISP termination in light of the model. Section 4 briefly concludes.
A model of ISP dial-up
An important recent development in the structure of local calls is that an increasing proportion of them are for ISP dial-up purposes. An ISP-bound call requires three distinct services -local origination, termination to the ISPÕs modem banks, and the ISP service (modem banks, access to the Internet and customer service). When people connect to their ISPs, their calls have the following features. Calls to ISPs are one-way in nature and are typically much longer than normal voice calls. Calls typically originate on the incumbentÕs network. Not only does this occur because most households subscribe to the ILECÕs network, but more importantly because typically it is only the regulated incumbent that is obligated to carry these potentially unprofitable calls. The proportion of ISP-bound calls that terminate on each carrierÕs network depends on how many ISPs each of the carriers has signed up, and how many customers each of these ISPs serves. ISP-bound calls are also likely to be cheaper to terminate than regular calls. ISP-bound traffic requires less equipment and is more concentrated than other traffic. When people dial up their ISP to connect to the Internet, they also tend to stay logged on for long periods, leading to lower average per-minute costs.
To model this situation, we suppose that all calls terminate on one of two CLECs.
5 Each of these entrant networks also offers an ISP service directly to customers. As long as the market for ISP dial-up is competitive, our model would also hold in the case CLECs did not own the ISPs. CLECs would still face the same final demand from end-users because ISPs would pass through the CLECsÕ charges to end-users. However, modeling separate CLECs and ISPs involves additional notation. Thus, for brevity, we assume the CLEC and the ISP are one in the same, and refer to CLECs and ISPs interchangeably. Our model of CLEC competition follows a standard Hotelling framework with two-part tariffs. We assume the following cost structure for calls. The per-minute cost the incumbent faces for originating or terminating a typical (voice) local call is denoted c V . Each competing carrier incurs a cost c T per minute for terminating ISP-bound calls on its network (where c T < c V ), as well as a cost c I per minute for offering Internet access and other associated Internet services to its customers. In addition, we assume the ISP incurs a cost of f per customer served. These costs include the costs that the ISPs may have to pay to obtain access to the Internet backbone.
The utility derived from subscribing to network i is assumed to be uðq i Þ þ h i þ v 0 where q i is the number of minutes of dial-up to the Internet, h i measures the additional benefits of belonging to network i, and v 0 is some additional benefit of the service that does not depend on the network chosen or the length of dial-up. For simplicity, we suppose there is a fixed number N of consumers who want Internet access, where v 0 is sufficiently large so that their utility is non-negative in equilibrium. We will later discuss what happens when there is only partial participation by households in the Internet access market.
Consumers are endowed with a value of x which is drawn from a uniform distribution on the interval [0,1], while the networks are located at 0 and 1. A consumer with value x receives extra benefits
from subscribing to networks 1 and 2 respectively. The parameter r measures the degree of substitutability between the networks. For low values of r, a firm can price higher than its rival without losing much market share. As r ! 1, only price differentials matter and the firm with the lowest prices captures the whole market. Given that householdsÕ marginal willingness to pay is homogeneous, firms can do no better than offer two-part tariffs. Consumers face potentially two usage charges. The incumbent is assumed to be required by USO requirements (or other regulations) to offer calls on demand to households at the regulated price P per-minute. The regulated price P is assumed to be fixed (perhaps because it is set in a price-cap) -the ILEC does not have the option of changing it in response to a change in the termination charge set by CLECs.
6 While local voice calls cost 2c V per-minute (c V for origination and c V for termination), the regulated price P can be above or below this cost.
7 All calls are as-sumed to originate on the incumbentÕs fixed-line network. The ith ISP sets a per-minute price, denoted p i , and a lump-sum fee (monthly rental), denoted r i . The net utility (absent of network specific benefits) obtained from subscribing to ISPi is then
where
A consumer located at x will be indifferent between the two networks if
Solving for x, the market share obtained by network 1 is
The per-minute termination charge set by the ith CLEC is denoted a i . This access price is assumed to be set prior to firms setting their retail prices. The local incumbentÕs profit on calls to ISPs is
The total number of calls to each network depends on the number of subscribers to its ISP service (Ns i ), and the minutes called by each of these subscribers (q). The latter depends on the per-minute price for Internet usage (p i ) set by the ith ISP, as well as the incumbentÕs regulated per-minute charge P . The term F 0 represents the net contribution required by the incumbent to its fixed and common costs arising from offering ISP-bound calls. The entrant network, ISP i, generates a profit of
The first term captures the margins obtained from Internet usage -it measures the per-minute retail charges for the ISP service (p i ), plus termination charges (a i ), less the per-minute costs (c I þ c T ) of providing the service, multiplied by the number of minutes of calling. The second term is the per-customer margin arising from ISP customers (rentals less per-customer fixed costs). The last term represents the costs of providing the ISP and termination services that do not depend on either volume of traffic or number of customers.
For given termination charges a 1 and a 2 , the Nash equilibrium prices and rentals are
The ISPsÕ retail price for Internet access is decreasing in the termination charge for ISP dial-up calls. With higher values of a i , ISPs encourage greater Internet usage by lowering their prices, so that they can increase their termination revenues. We start by characterizing the efficient level of termination charges. Assuming the regulated ILEC price P is given, the efficient level of termination charges will be such that consumers of ISP dial-up face usage prices equal to cost. This will happen if both networks set per-minute termination charges equal to
Then consumers of ISP dial-up will face usage prices of
which reflect the true marginal costs of ISP dial-up. Thus, the efficient termination charge should be based on the regulated retail price of a call less the cost that the incumbent incurs for originating the call. 8 Since this does not depend on the CLECsÕ costs or prices, the socially optimal termination charge is in fact the same across entrant carriers. This result is summarized in our first proposition. Proposition 1. The efficient termination charge for ISP-bound calls equals the incumbent's (regulated) retail price for a local call, less the cost the incumbent incurs in originating the call.
Proposition 1 says the efficient termination charging regime will reflect the incumbentÕs retail pricing regime once the costs the incumbent incurs in originating calls are deducted. The idea is to correct any distortion present in local call prices, so that the net usage price for ISP dial-up equals marginal cost. If local call prices are inflated above cost, then this positive margin should be reimbursed to ISPs, and thus their customers, so that users face the true cost of ISP-bound calls. If local call prices are held below cost, then the ISP should be required to cover the cost shortfall, so that its customers face the true cost of ISP-bound calls.
The usage price for Internet access resulting from this access regime would be the same price set by the ILEC if it also offered a competitive ISP service. It would set a two-part tariff, with usage prices set at marginal cost, which are c V þ c T þ c I . Thus, Proposition 1 would still apply if the incumbent itself offered an ISP service. The socially optimal termination charge is competitively neutral between the incumbent and entrant in the ISP market. Moreover, the ILEC or rival ISPs may still offer unmetered Internet dial-up, at least up to some time limit, if such packages are popular with customers and the costs can be recovered through sufficiently high subscription charges for the average user. However, under the proposal, such decisions will be based on the underlying costs and benefits of doing so, rather than any artificial subsidy to ISPs.
The above proposal for regulating termination charges focuses on correcting marginal pricing incentives. Provided the ISP market is competitive, the proposal will not affect the CLECsÕ equilibrium profits (this is also true if we allow for freeentry, which seems reasonable in this market).
9 If CLECs also offer origination services, assuming they match the incumbentÕs price of P , they will break even on the origination of ISP-bound calls, but will recover fixed costs through subscription fees, and possibly through residential voice calls (depending on the level of P ). This parallels the situation for the ILEC. Another advantage of the above proposal is that the informational requirements of the regulation are minimal. Because most approaches to the regulation of existing ILECs already involve estimation of the cost of local origination (and termination), regulators can make use of existing estimates of c V .
The efficiency result assumes the objective of policymakers is to achieve costbased usage pricing for Internet access. This would be the case if lump-sum or subscriber charges can be used to fully achieve the regulatorÕs other goals. If ISPbound calls are also required to provide a contribution to the fixed and common costs of the incumbentÕs network (beyond those that might be recovered through any additional monthly rentals), then the optimal termination charge should be lower than that characterized in (6). If, on the other hand, not all consumers subscribe to one of the ISPs, and policymakers want to promote additional participation on the Internet, then one way to do this is to have the termination charge be set higher than that characterized in (6). We assume that the government uses other instruments to achieve these additional objectives, so that when setting the termination charge for ISP-bound calls it takes a neutral approach, only seeking to achieve efficiency in the resulting usage prices. Alternatively, the solution given in (6) can be viewed as a compromise between the need to prevent arbitrage arising from termination charges that are too high, and the need to promote Internet access as much as possible.
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Under the approach taken, the efficient termination charge can differ substantially from the reciprocal approach adopted until recently in the US (and some other countries), in which the termination charge is set at the same (regulated) level that applies to calls terminating on the incumbentÕs own fixed line network. Assuming the incumbent has its termination charge regulated to cost, this implies a ¼ c V . In jurisdictions where local calls are capped at a price below c V per-minute (for example, with free local calling), efficient termination pricing implies that the terminating 9 The case where CLECs or ISPs can retain some of the margins from higher termination charges is discussed following Proposition 2.
10 A subsidy for Internet dial-up may be desirable if there is a positive network externality associated with having a greater number of other users who are able to access the network. However, there may be an offsetting congestion effect resulting from any underpricing of Internet dial-up. The nature of these two effects suggests any subsidy would be better aimed at reducing the subscription charge for Internet dial-up rather than reducing usage charges. Moreover, even if for some reason policymakers prefer below-cost usage pricing for Internet dial-up, it is not clear why such a subsidy should be funded by ILECs.
network should be paying the incumbent for origination services provided, and collecting the price to cover this charge from customers directly. Reciprocity will exactly coincide with the efficient termination price when local calls are priced exactly at cost -that is, when local retail prices are set equal to the cost of originating and terminating a local call (2c V ). Often, local calls have their usage price subsidized, which in the context of our model means p < 2c V . If this is the case, then reciprocity will imply the per-minute component of any termination charge will be set above the efficient level defined above. From (4) we can get the following result:
Proposition 2. With retail prices of local calls set below cost, reciprocity implies Internet access will be priced too low (below cost).
The below-cost pricing of ISP dial-up results from a transfer from the incumbent to consumers. When not all the benefits of greater termination revenues flow back to consumers, part of the transfer will remain with CLECs and/or ISPs instead. In this case, the transfer of money could lead to an over-investment in termination services and ISP services. One (partial) explanation for the financial troubles of CLECs and ISPs in the US during the 2001-2002 period could be that they overinvested in providing Internet access services, which were only profitable based on inflated termination charges that have since been reduced as a result of reciprocity being eliminated.
A compelling reason not to allow termination charges for ISP-bound calls to be set too high is if doing so leads to an unbounded arbitrage problem. Such a problem can threaten the sustainability of the incumbentÕs origination service. For instance, in jurisdictions with free local calling and reciprocity of termination charges, these charges will be set above the cost of terminating ISP-bound calls, and so according to our model the price of Internet dial-up will be
Where the cost of Internet services provided with dial-up (c I ) is sufficiently low compared to the cost of originating the local call (c V ), p i þ P can become negative and terminating carriers may actually pay people to dial-up. By paying people to dial into the Internet, these entrant networks can increase demand for their termination services almost without bound.
11 In fact, in some cases, networks may need not even incur the cost of providing an Internet service to provide a termination service. This saves them the per-minute cost of c I and allows them to share some of the margin c V À c T with customers. An almost unbounded arbitrage opportunity is created, in which the demand for making calls to the dial-up number becomes potentially very large. As resources are attracted into providing and marketing such schemes, and in providing the origination and termination services associated with them, efficiency decreases. In addition to the misallocation of resources, and the resulting distorted investment decisions, congestion of the local network may also occur.
Alternative regulatory solutions
In the following sections, we consider alternative regulatory solutions for the pricing of call termination in the context of the simple model of ISP bound-calls presented in the previous section. Section 3.1 considers the case in which there are no constraints on the termination charges that competing local exchange carriers can offer. This turns out to be the worse outcome, unless the incumbent local network is given considerable latitude in its own retail pricing of local calls. Section 3.2 contrasts this with the direct regulation of termination charges based on the cost of termination. This leaves open the risk of arbitrage opportunities given the difficulties regulators face of measuring costs accurately. Finally, two alternative approaches are presented -Ôbill and keepÕ in which termination charges are set at zero for ISP call termination is evaluated in Section 3.3, while allowing terminating carriers to buy wholesale access to origination services and thus retail ISP-bound calls themselves is evaluated in Section 3.4.
No regulatory constraints on termination charges
This section considers what would happen if competing entrant networks were free to set any charge they want for terminating local calls. The higher the CLECsÕ termination charges, the lower the per-minute Internet dial-up charge they will offer. Since each competing carrier can substitute termination revenue for Internet dial-up revenue, this provides an attractive way for them to gain market share. By increasing their termination charge they can lower their per-minute price for Internet usage, increase market share, and yet still capture the same revenue per-customer through termination revenues.
To see how this works, note firm 1Õs equilibrium market share is
where each firm sets a termination charge a i . Equilibrium profits are
Then, since
each firm will want to set their termination charge as high as possible. By doing so, it increases its market share and thus its profit. There is no end to this escalation problem provided the incumbent is still able and required to offer the origination service. The higher is a carrierÕs termination charge, the lower is the price it will want to charge its customers for Internet access, and thus the greater the demand for Internet usage and so its termination services. With demand for its termination increasing in its termination charge, the carrier will always want to increase its termination charge. However, because in any symmetric outcome both carriers increase their termination charges by the same amount, market shares are unchanged in equilibrium. From (8), neither ISP benefits. Rather, the lower prices offered to consumers perfectly offset the increase in termination revenues. The result is a transfer from the incumbent network to those consumers wanting Internet access.
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In practice, this escalation of charges will be limited. At some point, if the termination charges are too high, the transfer from the incumbent to entrants would lead the incumbent to close down. More likely, policymakers would intervene well before this happens (as they have done in various countries). The key results are summarized in the following proposition:
Proposition 3. Each entrant network will try to set termination charges as high as possible. The escalation of termination charges is only bounded by the ability of the incumbent to continue to offer origination services, or by the threat of regulatory intervention.
Relying on competition between terminating carriers to solve the ISP reciprocal compensation problem is only likely to make the problem more acute. Moreover, this result does not depend on the incumbentÕs price being fixed by regulation. If the incumbent is able to price ISP-bound local calls freely, then the above escalation problem will not necessarily be solved. For instance, if the incumbent is allowed to set its own retail price for local phone calls, then provided it cannot price discriminate with respect to the terminating network, each individual terminating network will still face an incentive to increase termination charges above cost, since it shares any reduction in demand from higher prices with all other competing networks. In this case, it is straightforward to show that
Starting from any symmetric outcome (so a 1 ¼ a 2 and s 1 ¼ s 2 implies p 1 ¼ p 2 and q 1 ¼ q 2 ), it follows that dp i da i
Regardless of the level of the termination charges, each CLEC will want to increase its termination charge above its rivalÕs level. As any increase in the incumbentÕs (uniform) price of local calling will affect the demand for both firmsÕ ISP dial-up service equally, the firm increasing its termination charge is able to offer lower direct charges of ISP dial-up, and achieve an increase in market share. Thus, the escalation of termination charges arises under competition even if the incumbent carrier is free to set prices for local ISP-bound calls, as long as it cannot set discriminatory prices across the rival networks.
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Only if the incumbent sets retail prices for ISP dial-up that reflect the termination price a i of each carrier would this escalation not arise. If the ILEC is free to set (differential) retail prices for ISP-bound calls that reflect each CLECÕs termination charge, due to two-part pricing, it will set per-minute prices equal to perceived cost c V þ a i . The total price paid by consumers for ISP dial-up will be
In this case, the level of the termination charge a i is irrelevant to the total price paid by consumers for ISP dial-up. Any increase in carrier iÕs termination charge will just mean its customers will pay more for dial-up (through the ILEC), and pay equivalently less for the ISP service from carrier i. Competition will ensure the total price of ISP dial-up is set at the efficient level.
Allowing the incumbent to price discriminate across competing carriers may, therefore, be another solution to the problem of inflated termination charges. If there is insufficient facilities-based local exchange competition to keep retail prices at reasonable levels, this may require some kind of global price-cap on local calls. Such a policy still leaves open the possibility that the incumbent, if it also operates an ISP service itself, may increase the price of ISP dial-up to rival ISPs and lower the price of ISP dial-up to its own customers, in order to meet any global price-cap, while squeezing out rival ISPs. Alternatively, regulators could allow the resale of origination and termination services over the incumbentÕs network, which with imputation tests, could be used to discipline the incumbentÕs retail pricing.
Cost-based termination charges
Perhaps the most obvious regulation of termination services is to set them equal to cost. In terms of our model, this means setting a ¼ c T . Apart from the issues of measuring c T , and ensuring this represents best-practice costs, this will only correspond to the efficient termination charge when the regulated price of local calls is set at the cost of originating and terminating an ISP-bound call, so that customers face these costs as well. This is because when a ¼ c T , (4) implies p i ¼ c I and the price for ISP-bound calls is
T , consumers will face a price for Internet dial-up which is different from cost. With un-timed local calls, they will only pay c I per-minute for ISP dial-up.
This policy rules out the arbitrage problem that arises under reciprocity, since there is no margin between terminating cost and revenue to pay subscribers to dialup. However, this assumes costs have been measured precisely. The possibility of arbitrage implies particular care is needed in measuring the termination costs for ISP dial-up. Although when applied appropriately, cost-based termination charges need not lead to an arbitrage problem, they can still lead to transfers away from the incumbent local network. If the amount of termination charges payable to terminating networks on a call of average length exceeds the regulated retail price collected by the incumbent local network, then each additional ISP-bound call will be a loss-making proposition for such a network (even if there is no cost of originating the call). This is true by definition for jurisdictions with free local calling. While this result may also appear to apply to CLECs offering local call origination, because only ILECs are typically required (through USOs) to provide such money-losing calls, it is only the ILECs which will cover the costs of such calls. Where ISP-bound calls increasingly dominate traffic flows, a more extreme solution may be needed.
Bill and keep
One approach to regulating termination charges that is being considered by the FCC is that of Ôbill and keep,Õ in which no termination charges are payable to carriers that terminate ISP-bound calls (see FCC, 2001a) . Further support for the bill and keep approach comes with the release of two working papers by the FCC which provide arguments in favor of a bill and keep approach to interconnection more generally (see Atkinson and Barnekov, 2000; DeGraba, 2000) . DeGraba suggests the ISP reciprocal compensation problem as an important reason why a bill and keep approach to interconnection is a superior approach more generally -it avoids any problems of regulatory arbitrage.
Given that the costs of terminating ISP dial-up are very small (recall, the FCCÕs cost-based rates of 0.07 cents per minute), bill and keep is an approximation to costbased termination charges that has the advantage that it is avoids the need to measure costs. Under bill and keep, a 1 ¼ a 2 ¼ 0, and (4) implies p i ¼ c I þ c T . The total price for ISP-bound calls is
The outcome is optimal if P ¼ c v . With P < c v , it is desirable to the extent below-cost pricing of local calls is considered appropriate for ISP-bound calls as well. Where local calls are actually priced above cost, this approach (as with cost-based termination charges) can lead to over pricing of ISP-bound calls. The efficient pricing solution described by (6) guards against such possibilities.
It is sometimes argued that setting termination charges to zero would leave little incentive for networks to offer termination services, at least those of high quality. This is not in fact true. Firms can still recover revenue for such services, directly from end-users. However, whether policymakers will find the resulting increase in price of Internet dial-up acceptable is another matter, especially if the usage price of local calls is already non-trivial. In such cases, an alternative approach may be appropriate.
Wholesaling ISP access
In the UK, as with a number of other European countries, local phone usage charges are allowed to be positive and non-trivial (they can be several pence per minute). The case in which the retail per-minute price for local calls is high (relative to cost) is the most likely situation in which the assumptions underlying our efficiency result in (6) are violated. The likely justification for regulators to allow high perminute retail price for local calls is to provide a contribution to cover the incumbentÕs fixed and common costs of the fixed-line incumbent while keeping line rental charges low. If this is the case, there is likely to be similar grounds for doing so with ISP traffic. This suggests a termination charge below that implied by (6) may be desired.
In fact, in countries with significant usage prices for local calls, an altogether different approach to the problem of ISP-bound calls has generally been adopted. Typically, the entrant network will buy access to the incumbentÕs origination service and offer the joint service (local calls and the ISP service), thereby collecting the retail price for the local call and a subscription fee for Internet access. One problem with this approach is that the incumbent could itself offer ISP services on a flat rate basis, but by charging its rivals per-minute charges for origination services, force them to set positive usage charges to cover their costs. Such a scenario has been suggested by the German regulator (Boston, 2000) .
One solution to this price-squeeze problem is to have the incumbent provide access on a flat rate basis. British Telecom, under pressure from the British regulatory authorities, introduced wholesale un-metered net access for ISPs and other licensed operators in 2001. ISPs purchase unlimited access 24 hours per day for a simple quarterly port-based fee. A flat rate access charge will allow flat rate Internet access even where there are significant per-minute call charges for local voice calls. However, the economic rationale for flat rate Internet access remains an issue, as flat rate charging raises the possibility of capacity shortages, and other distortions.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have analyzed the problem of setting termination charges for ISP-bound traffic. We showed that under reciprocity, when the regulated retail price of local calls is set at or below cost, there will generally be below-cost pricing of ISP services. Reciprocity does this by transferring funds from established network providers to competing exchange carriers or ISPs on a usage basis. Since the cost of terminating an ISP-bound call is considerably lower per minute than the cost of terminating a regular local voice call, reciprocity can also lead to arbitrage. Given the problems arising from reciprocity, we explored different regulatory solutions.
We characterized the efficient termination charge to be paid by ILECs to CLECs for terminating ISP-bound calls. This equals the incumbentÕs retail price for a local call, less the cost the incumbent incurs in originating the call. Provided the market for terminating calls is competitive and ISP-bound calls are not required to contribute to the fixed and common costs of providing other services, this leads to the efficient pricing of ISP-bound calls. Given that this solution can imply positive usage charges for Internet access when there are significant underlying usage costs to be funded, this may not be considered desirable by policymakers who may want to protect flat rate Internet access or subsidize Internet usage. With this in mind, we considered other solutions -namely, freely set termination charges, bill and keep, cost based termination charges, and wholesale access to the incumbentÕs network services.
We found that if entrant carriers are allowed to freely set termination charges, an escalation of termination charges will ensue. Each terminating carrier will seek to set their termination charge above their rivals. We show this is still true even if the incumbent is free to set the price of ISP-bound local calls, provided it sets the same price regardless of the terminating carrier. Thus, allowing termination charges to be set in the absence of regulation will only lead to even higher termination charges compared to those arising under reciprocity regardless of how competitive the ISP market is. Only when the local incumbent can set differential local call prices to discriminate against terminating carriers that charge more, will these carriers be constrained in raising their termination charges.
We found that if retail prices are regulated to offer free local calling (as is often the case in the US), low ISP usage prices can be maintained using a bill and keep approach. Because this solution does not lead to transfers from the incumbent network to entrants, the arbitrage problem symptomatic of reciprocity is resolved. Where local call prices have a positive but small usage component, cost-based termination charges can achieve the objectives of low Internet usage prices without leading to arbitrage problems, but care needs to be taken to properly measure the costs of ISPbound traffic. However, we show cost-based termination charges are only efficient in the unlikely case the regulated retail price of local calls is set at the cost of originating and terminating an ISP-bound call.
In cases where the retail prices of local calls are significant (such as in the UK and other European countries), bill and keep or cost based termination implies the price of Internet access will remain significant. One way to ensure a lower price for Internet dial-up is to force the incumbent to provide wholesale access in which ISPs or entrant carriers lease origination services from the incumbent local network and then provide their own dial-up service. Provided the per-minute component of any such leases is kept small (or zero), the per-minute price of Internet access will be similarly low. Alternatively, our proposed efficient termination charge also leads to low usage prices for ISP dial-up, even when the incumbentÕs retail price for such calls is high, since it is chosen to deliver total Internet dial-up prices based on underlying cost.
